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present with various ocular signs, such as telangiectases of the lids, conjunctiva, and retina. This 
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primary care provier, the optometrist may be the first health care professional to examine the patient with 
Rendu-Osler-Weber syndrome or hereditary hemorrhagic telangiectasia. Although this syndrome is 
relatively rare, the eye care practitioner should be aware of specific complaints as well as ocular 
manifestations since these can mimic several other ocular diseases and abnormalities. This paper 
discusses ocular and systemic manifestations, differential diagnoses, and management. The goal of this 
paper is to provide a comprehensive report of Rendu-Osler-Weber syndrome. 
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ABSTRACT 
The relatively rere syndrome of Rendu-Osler-Weber end the 
essoci eted hemorrhegi c tel engi ectesi e present with veri ous 
oculer signs, suches telengiecteses of the lids, conjunctive, end 
retine. This syndrome elsa presents with non-oculer hemorrhagic 
te 1 engi ec teses end is of e hereditery origin. As e pri mery cere 
provider, the optometrist mey be the first heelth cere professional 
to exemi ne the pet i ent with Rendu-Osl er-Weber syndrome or 
hereditary hemorrhegi c tel engi ectesi e. A 1 though this syndrome is 
relatively rere, the eye cere prectitioner should be ewere of specific 
systemic compl ei nts es well es ocul er menifestet ions si nee these 
cen mimic severel other a euler di seeses end ebnormel it i es. This 
peper discusses oculer end systemic menifestetions, differential 
diagnoses, end menegement. The gael of this peper is to provide e 
comprehensive report of Rendu-Osler-Weber syndrome. 
KEV WORDS 
Tel engi ectesi e, etevi sm, do mine nt i nh eri tence, epi stexi s, erteri a-
venous me lformet ion, neovesculeri zeti on, end fi lementery keret it is. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The original descriptions of hereditary hemorrhagic 
tel engi ectesi e (HHT), or Rendu-Osl er-Weber di seese (R-0-W 
disease). were published nearly e century ego (Osler, 1901; Rendu, 
1 906; Weber, 1 907; end Henes, 1909). Its various manifestations 
heve been illustrated in medical end ophthalmological journals. The 
scope o f the s e reports tended to be J i m i ted. The go e 1 of the present 
report is to combine the knowledge we heve of HHT, with systemic 
end ocular reports consolidated into one review, with en emphasis 
on the ocular manifestations. 
HHT is described es a generalized vascular dysplasia 
characterized by widespread dermal, mucosal, and visceral 
telangiectases (dilated capillary endings) associated with recurrent 
b 1 eedi ng. Epi stexi s (noseb 1 eeds) end gestroi ntesti ne 1 b 1 eedi ng ere 
pert i cul erl y common. 
Ocular signs have been reported in patients with hereditary 
hemorrhagic telangiectasia. The most prevalent ocular 
abnormalities ere conjunctival telangiectases, with only a few 
reported ceses of i ntreocul ar involvement. 
HHT is highly variable in its expression. It is usually recognized as a 
"classic tried" of telengiectesie, recurrent epistaxis, and a family 
hi story of the di sorder.1 However, owing to veri ability in the type, 
location, end number of randomly distributed vesculer 
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malformations, affected persons mey be asymptomatic or present et 
any age with e wide renge of cl ini eel menifestet i ons.2 
The symptoms ere the result of bleeding end the consequent 
enemie, in general becoming more severe with advancing age. Some 
of the more frequent signs end symptoms reported by patients 
relative to HHT ere epistaxis, dyspnea on exertion, end 
gastrointestinal bleeding. Specifically, the patient may feel week, 
dizzy, and tired after e prolonged nosebleed, or as e result of 
bleeding heavily from the gastrointestinal tract. 
Symptoms related to the eyes are relatively rare, end can range 
from bloody tears to acute external hemorrhage. Profuse bleeding 
from tel engi ectet i c vessels in the palpebral conjunctive cen e 1 so 
result in e heavy loss of blood end result in the same efore-
ment i oned symptoms. 
Although the di seese entity has been known by various names, 
the term most widely used in the United States is hereditary 
hemorrhegi c te 1 angi ectesi e. Other terms frequent! y used ere Rendu-
Osler-Weber disease, Goldstein's heredofemilial angiomatosis, 
familial hemorrhagic angiomatosis, and just simply, Osler's disease. 
Rendu, in 1896, was the first to recognize the symptom complex end 
celled attention to the association of familial nosebleeds end 
multiple telangiectasis. Osler, in 1901, described the entity in en 
extensive report, end Weber, in 1 907, added eddi t i one 1 detei 1 s to 
complete the i nformeti on as we know it todey. 
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EPIDEMIOLOGY AND INCIDENCE 
HHT occurs in ell races, with en estimated frequency of one or 
two per 100,000 people in the European population end considerably 
less in other reces.3 HHT is e rare disease. 
The incidence of HHT, es reported by Wintrobe, in specific 
population groups is listed in the order given: 1) Anglo-German, 2) 
Let in, 3) Scandinavian, end 4) Jewish.4 Only one case was 
reported in the African- American population. However, in 1954, 
Smith end L i nebeck reported nine cases of HHT in one African-
American femily.l 
Hereditary hemorrhagic telangiectasia is e genetic disorder 
t re n s mitt e d e s en e u to so mel do m i n en t t re it. I f one of the two 
parents had HHT, the offspring would have e 50% chance of 
contracting this di sees e. One bi agraphic study showed that 244 
recorded families which included 648 males end 703 females (e 
total of 1,351 effected persons) had been reported by 1950. Of 463 
individuals who transmitted the defect, 243 were femele end 220 
mele. This establishes thet the disease, which is transmitted es e 
mendel i en dominant trei t, effects both sexes equell y. 
Most patients with HHT report similarly effected relatives; 
however, in 20 percent of ceses, there is no femily history of either 
recurrent bleeding or telangiectasia. This skipping of generations, 
or etevi sm, is not admit ted to by dominant i nheritence.5 HHT is not, 
es in hemophilia, sex-linked. It is transmitted by both sexes 
directly to both daughters end sons. Schoen proposes thet the 
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elPPel rent 1 y normell elnd heellthy i ndi vi du ell who pel sse s on the t relit to 
his/her offspring mely, nonethe 1 ess, helve the di seelse in el mi 1 d or 
elbort i ve form.s The i ndi vi duell mely, for i nstelnce, have unnoticed 
lesions in the nose or elsewhere, without helving hemorrhelges of 
such frequency or severity elS to celll them to elltention.s It is likely 
that in el relre condition, such as HHT, where urgent melnifesteltions 
(signs/symptoms of HHT) elre often deferred until lelte in life, its 
existence would occelsionellly be overlooked or be mistelkenly 
attributed to some other celuse. In childhood, the telelngiectelses elre 
usually not present, or if present, may not be discovered. 
A syndrome of familial epistaxis without any elpparent sign 
of telelngiectases Wels reported in 1926 and 1927.6 This was the 
i nit i ell diagnosis until nasophelryngoscopy reveell ed multiple 
te 1 elngi ectelses. Te 1 elngi ectases may be elbsent on extern a 1 inspection 
though several may be present in the posterior nasopharynx. This 
may explain why HHT can occur in the absence of an undiagnosed 
positive family hi story. 
L e s i on s, that have been reported to occur i n a 1 most any port i on 
or organ of the body, usuellly make their elppeelrelnce during the 
second decade but, occasionally, cases have been reported in which 
the lesions were seen much earlier.7 The eelr1iest age of onset WelS 
reported by Dolowitz, in 1953, involving a celse of el three- month-
o 1 d chi 1 d.7 Us ua 11 y, the onset of symptoms is at puberty, with a 
notelb1e gain in the size elnd number of the lesions elS the years 
eldvance. By the fourth decelde of 1 if e, the signs elnd symptoms helve 
reached fl mflxi mum find, at this time, control is frequent 1 y fin 
annoying or bothersome medical problem. 
Longevity i s not i n e v it e b 1 y reduced nor i s q u el it y of 1 i f e 
necesserily impeired. Peery stetes thet the limited mortelity dete 
suggest thet fewer then 1 o percent of ell effected persons 
ult i metel y die of complications direct 1 y attributable to the trait. 
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Some authors have published reports of increased occurrence 
of blood group 0 in patients with HHT. One study compared the blood 
group pattern of HHT patients both with and without 
gastrointestinal telangiectases, end compared the group pattern of 
the total HHT group with that of the background (normal) population. 
The b l o o d group apport i on me n t o f the H HT pat i en t s with 
gastrointestinal telangiectases did not differ from that of HHT 
patients with no signs of Gl telangiectases, but blood group 0 
occurred significant 1 y more frequent 1 y in patients with HHT than in 
the comperat i ve background popul at i on.B 
Tab 1 e 1 summarizes the results of Vese and Grove's study published 
in 1986:8 
TABLE 1 
Distribution of ABO Blood Groups 
Percent 
Pat i en t s With H HT and G I T e 1 an g i e c t as e s 
Pts. w HHT & No Evidence of G I B 1 eedi ng 
No. 
28 
A.. B 0 
17.9 14.2 67.9 
93 20.4 7 .5 69.9 
Background Pooul at ion 26.877 41.7 11 .2 41 .6 
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SYSTEMIC MAN I FEST AT IONS 
A. E PI ST A X IS 
Recurrent mucous membrane hemorrhage occuri ng spontaneously 
or precipitated by minor trauma, is the prominent clinical feature of 
HHT. Epistaxis is not only the most common, but prevalently the 
first hemorrhagic event in HHT. Possibly, this is due to the ready 
accessibility of the nasel septum to minor trauma. 
The pattern of epistaxis in HHT is variable. According to 
Peery, epproximately one third of affected petients have mild 
nosebleeds, one third heve moderete bleeding necessitet i ng 
outpatient assi stence, and one third heve i ncapaci tat i ng 
hemorrhages requiring transfusions and hospitelization.2 The 
estab 1i shed b I eedi ng pattern remains stab I e and chronic in about 
half of the patients, with the remainder showing progression (up to 
50 percent) or spontaneous regression (up to 50 percent).2 There 
appears to be no carrel at i on bet ween the duration and severity of 
epistexis.2 
According to Saunders, a nosebleed which begins about 
puberty, is the cardinal sign of HHT.9 Repeated bleeding from small 
nasal telangiectases may commence during chi l dhood before 
cutaneous 1 esi ons have achieved detectable size and number. Vase 
and Grove state the medien age of onset of epistaxis is 11 years.B 
Epi stexi s mey occur dell y, severel times e dey, or sometimes 
only e few times eech yeer, es unpredicteble end ennoying minor 
hemorrheges. A severe hemorrhege mey el so occur severel times 
within a year following minor hemorrheging. 
B. GASTROINTESTINAL BLEEDING 
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G I hemorrhege is the second most common presentet ion, behind 
the occurrence of epistaxis, being the initiel symptom in 25% end 
occurring at some time in 44% of patients with HHT.2 Some 
i n vest i gat ions he v e shown the t G I b 1 e e ding occurs in 1 3% - 3 0% of 
petients with HHT.B 
The primary gastrointestinel manifestation of HHT is painless 
bleeding from erteriovenous melformetions end telengiectases in 
the upper or lower bowe1.2 An increased occurrence of duodenal 
ulcer ( 15 percent) is reported in HHT but the pethophysiologic 
reletionship between the two disorders remeins to be established. 
In contrest to nosebleeds, Gl bleeding in HHT is typically 
del eyed until the fourth or fifth decade, though the reeson for this 
deley is unknown.2 The bleeding pettern is evidenced by chronic, 
recurrent hemorrhege thet tends to be progressive in the majority of 
ceses. 
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C. TELANGIECTASES 
In 1909, Henes defined HHT di seese es e "hereditary effecti on 
manifesting itself in localized dilatations of the cepi11eries end 
venules fermi ng di st i net groups of tel engi ectases which occur upon 
the skin of the fece, nesel end buccal mucous membranes (Figures 1, 
2, & 3), end give rise to profuse hemorrhage either sponteneousl y or 
as e result of treume."1 o 
Te 1 angi ectases, which eppeer to originate from postcepill ery 
venul es end capi 11 eri es, ere dil eted channels 1i ned by e single 1 eyer 
of endothelium at teched to e cent i nuous basement membrene.2 
Bleeding from telangiectases occurs in spite of normal platelet 
function tests end hemostasis end is therefore thought to be related 
to 1 oca 1 i rregul eri ties within the me lformed vesse 1 s.2 Defects in 
end o the 1 i a 1 j u n c t i on s, end o the 1 i e 1 c e 11 de gene ret i on, end week ness 
of the peri vescul er connective tissue ere proposed es mej or 
components jeopardizing the integrity of these vascular lesions.2 
The mei ntenence offered by tissues enc 1 osi ng te 1 eng i ectases 
also influences their bleeding tendencies. For example, cutaneous 
lesions rarely bleed but nasal telangiectases regularly do, though 
both mey be exposed to trauma. Nasal telangiectases mey bleed with 
the slightest treume or even during sleep.6 Unquestionably the skin, 
being the tougher organ, offers more supportive protection then the 
relet i vel y fregil e mucous membrenes. 
The most c here c t e ri s ti c cute n eo us l e s i on i s e smell ( 1 to 3 
m m) punctiform, viol eceo us, non-e 1 eveted te 1 engi ectasis. 6 
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fj gures 1 I 2 I & 311 
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Cutaneous telangi ecteses ere obviously true vesculer formations, 
not blood extrevesetlons.ll They blench with pressure, unless e 
hemorrhege has recently occurred, end regein their color when the 
pressure is removed.12 Cutaneous telengi ecteses in HHT pet i ents 
often do not become epparent until the second or third decede of life. 
Telengi ecteses heve been known to occur in el most every orgen 
of the body in HHT pet i ents (Tebl e 2 & Table 3). These 1 esi ons 
appear in the following sites in increesing order of frequency: scalp 
end ears, conjunctive, under the nails, fingers, trunk (Figure 4), skin 
of face, tongue (Figure 5), palate (Figure 6), buccel mucosa, gingive, 
inner surface of lips (Figures 7, 8, & 9), end nasal mucous membrane 
(Figure 1 0). Telangiectatic lesions ere elsa commonly encountered 
in the eyelids, spinel cord, brein, meninges, bladder, kidney, uterus, 
respiratory tract, end stomach (Tebl e 6 
Fig. 4 11 
-cutaneOlls telangiectasia of right anterior 
cervical region. 
.-Papillary telangiectases on ventral surface of 
tongue. 
1 1 
Figure 6 15 
Fir: 2 .. \ .- A'!gi.omatou ' vascu lar lesion on the hard palate, including several areas of 
-Telangiectatic mats are present on the patient's lips and 
tongue. 
Fjgure8 16 
.-Multiple telang iectatic lesions 
lower ltps. 
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Figurelo 16 
b 
(Miles). Spots on the membranes of the 
lips and tongue. 
(a) This incision make s \\COrk on the :.cptum CJ ,icr: (b) Second i 
begins in skin of nstibulc. (c) Only mucosa is r<'mowd: pnicll('!ldrium is lcit. ( < 
skin gr;.tit iii pLtcc. ,\ .-i111ilar ;.:rAt j, pl::c•.cl<•r •·''• •; ·'·' 
In fl study done in the HBut- JurB, neBr Lyon, FrBnce, where 
HHT is endemic, Piachu et al conducted an age- related clinical 
profile of hereditary hemorrhagic telangiectasia in en 
epidemiologically recruited population. Of 1,270 cases recruited by 
epi demi ol ogi cal survey 324 patients with HHT were studied. This 
study found 25% (or 80/324) of peti ents with vi scerel 
involvement. 19 This same study determined 1 5% (or 48/324) of 
patients had gastrointestina l i nvo 1 vement, 8% (or 27/32 4) of 
patients had hepat i c involvement, 4.6% (or15/324) of patients had 
pulmonary i nvolvement, and 4% (or 13/324) of patients had CNS 
i nvol vement.19 Some of the pat i ents had evidence of two (21/80) or 
three (2/80) orgen i nvo 1 vements .19 
. I 
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TABLE 2 
Tel engj ectesj e: Peteil ed Accounts of Mucocuteneous I nvol yement 
of the Heed 19 
Eercentege of ~et i eots Incidence of Mean no. 
Involved showing involvement in site involve- 1 esi ons ~er 
aree each site ment involved 
area 
Lower lip 39 1 1.5 5 
Nose 37 3 6 
Tongue 33 1 1 7 
Cheeks (skin) 3 1 12 8 
Eers 13 6 6 
Palete 12.9 2.5 5 
Forehead 5 1.5 4 
Gums 5 0.7 3 
Eyelids 4.3 0.5 1.5 
Chin 3.7 2 1 1 
Cheeks (mucosa) 3.7 0.1 1 
Scalp 2.2 0.2 2 
Conj unctl va 1.2 1 7 
E]QQ( Qf [IJQUtb ] 15 
TABLE 3 
Telengj ectesi a: Sites. I ncj dence. and Density of 1 esj ons. 19 
Percentage of Di stri but ion Qercentage Mean no. 
Qa1i eo1~ ~bowing Qer ~it~ of j[)~Ql~~ment l e~j Q[)~ 
Involved involvement in (to1!:!1 1 OO~l Q!;!(j[)-
.w:M ea~b ~i te VQlV!;!~ 
area 
Face 63 33 13 
Mouth 48 20 1 1 
Hands/wrists 37 41 34 
Chest 8.3 2.4 6.2 
Arms 4.3 1 5 
Legs 3 .5 3 
Feet 2.7 0.8 5 
Abdomen 2.7 0.4 2 .7 
Back 2.4 0.8 4 .6 
~e~~ 2.4 Q. 1 2 
TABLE 4 
Visceral Involvement: No. Cases and Tyoe of Cases and Type of 
Lesion Based on 80/324 Patients. 19 
No. Cases* 
48 
27 
15 
13 
2 
Organs 
G I tract 
Liver 
Lungs 
CNS 
Uri nary system 
* Total of 1 05 due to cases with multi - organ involvement. 
14 
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D. NEUROLOGIC COMPLICATIONS IN HHT 
A study by Hodgson et el determined thet neurologic 
com p 1 i c e ti on s he v e been o b s e rv e d i n 8 to 1 2 percent of the members 
of femili es with HHJ.2 
Neurologic signs of HHT ere reported et ell eges, with peek 
incidence in the third to fourth decades, end result from pulmonary 
arteriovenous fistulas (60 percent), vascular malformation of the 
brain (28 percent) end spinel cord (8 percent), end portosystemic 
encephalopathy (3 percent).2 
N e u ro 1 o g i c com p 1 i c e t i on s of p u 1 m one ry e rt e ri oven o us f i stu 1 e s 
ere basically ischemic or septic in origin. Peripheral septic 
mi croembol i that evoi d the pulmonary cepill ary filter by means of 
pul monery arteriovenous fi stul es mey rest in the vasculature of the 
central nervous system, with ensuing becteri el meningitis, 
encephe 1 it is, mycotic aneurysm, or ebscess.2 
Among 90 patients with HHI end documented central nervous 
system lesions, cerebral telangiectases were observed in 40 
percent, cerebral arteriovenous malformations in 19 percent end 
aneurysms in 7 percent.2 
Meningeal end cerebral telangiectases in HHT patients have 
been associ a ted with suberechnoi d, i ntreventri cul er, end 
intracerebral hemorrhage; seizures; progressive hydrocephalus; 
cerebellar dysfunction; end visual loss. Cerebral arteriovenous 
melformet ions mey cause generalized or focal seizures, headache, 
i n t ra c rani a 1 b ru i t perc e i v e d by the pat i en t or detected by the 
physician, transient sensory and motor deficits, subarachnoid 
hemorrhage, end etexi a. 
E. INVOLVEMENT OF INTERNAL ORGANS 
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The age et the time of onset of symptoms fluctuated from 1 to 
87 years. Thirteen percent of the patients were 30 years old or 
younger while 43% were 60 years old or older.19 
This same study found that the frequency of visceral 
involvement i ncreesed with ege unt i1 age 70 years end then 
decreased: between 60 and 70 years of ege, there were 29 cases of 
visceral involvement (45%) in 64 patients, while between 70 and 80 
years, in a group of 74 patients, there were only 10 cases (13.5%).19 
Of 1 4 patients older than 80 years, only one patient had evidence of 
visceral involvement (7%).19 The author of this study offered no 
speculation as to why the occurrence of visceral lesions dropped off 
in frequency for the age groups 70 years and older. I found this very 
interesting, es one would expect signs and symptoms to become 
worse as one grows older. 
Gl signs and symptoms included hemetemesis (vomiting of 
blood), rectal bleeding, and chronic anemia. Hepetic signs end 
symptoms were hepatomegely (enlargement of the liver), cirrhosis 
(hardening of the liver), hepatic angioma (tumorous blood or lymph 
vessels of the 1 i ver), j eundi ce (syndrome cheracteri zed by 
hyperbilirubinemie end deposition of bile pigment in the skin and 
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mucous membrenes with e resulting yell ow eppeerence of the 
petient), escitis (effusion of serous fluid into the ebdominel cevity 
w hi c h c e uses in fl emmet i on), end he pet i c murmur ( e gent 1 e b 1 owing 
euscultetory sound coming from the 1 i ver). 
Pul monery signs end symptoms included PAVF (pul monery 
e rt e ri o - v en o us f i stu 1 e; en en om e 1 y c here c t e ri zed by ex i s ten c e of e 
direct communicetion between the erteriel end venous systems in 
the 1 ung), thoreci c murmurs (e gentle blowing euscultetory sound 
coming from the chest), cyenosis (bluish discoloretion of skin end 
mucous membranes due to excessive concentret ion of reduced 
hemoglobin in the blood), dyspnee (difficult or labored breathing), 
clubbing of fingers, end hemoptysis (spitting up of blood). 
Centrel nervous system (CNS) signs end symptoms were CNS 
involvement secondary toe PAVF (two cerebrel ebscesses end one 
come due to eir embolism), hemiplegie (perelysis of one side of the 
body), meningeel hemorrhage, cerebral hemorrhege, end 
telangiectatic lesions of spinel cord. Urinary system signs end 
symptom s i n c 1 u de d hemet uri e ( d i s c he rg e of b 1 o o d i n the uri n e). 
OCULAR MANIFESTATIONS 
A. CONJUNCTIVAL INVOLVEMENT 
Brent, Schechet, end White's study reported that bleeding from 
the conjunctive is uncommon end is limited to e few rere 
condit i ons.20 The paucity of reports seems to i ndi cete thet ocular 
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symptomatology in HHT is extremely rere. While HHT is e relatively 
rere disease, oculer involvement is common in these patients. A 
wide variety of oculer vesculer lesions heve been revealed in 
patients with HHT. In three studies, involvement of the eye wes 
observed in 45% - 65% of patients, with the most common lesions 
being conj uncti vel telengi ecteses.2o 
According to McMahon end Meine, oculer involvement of HHT 
p ri me ril y i n v o 1 v e s the 1 i d s end pel p e b rel con j u n c t i v e. 2 1 smell 
petechia, spider vessels, end aneurysms ere usually found when 
these structures ere involved. The typical lesion sterts es e 
di letet ion of e bright red hue of the cepi 11 eri es which leter, es the 
venules become involved, changes toe violet or bluish color. In 
ectuelity, the mucous membrane lesions ere bright red, whereas the 
skin lesions of the eyelid ere more bluish in color. Vese end Vese 
report a pronounced simi lerity bet ween conjunct i vel 1 esi ons end 
mucosal 1 esi ons essoci eted with HHT elsewhere in the system.22 
Possibly the first publicized case of conjunctival involvement 
wes thet of Gjessing who, in 1916, described e men, eged 52 years, 
who had three attacks of conjunct i vel hemorrhage prior to systemic 
bleedings) This seme patient elso hed engiomes which involved the 
mouth end fece.7 
Mention wes mede in 1959 thet a patient wes seen in Dr. 
Jessop's clinic, in 1 895, who wes in B stete of call Bpse from 
hemorrhBge of Bn ulcerated nevus of the conjunctive) By the lBte 
1950's, there were only three other recorded cases of conjunctival 
involvement with HHT. 
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The first case of HHT with associated conjunctival 
telangiectases was disclosed in 1907.17 By the early 1950's, eleven 
cases in v o 1 vi n g the pal p e b rel con j u n c t i v e ( F i g u re 1 1 ) he d been 
described: Weber ( 1907); Nones, five cases ( 1909); Schwartz 
( 1925); Schoen ( 1 930); Stock, two cases ( 1944); and Reed ( 1 948).17 
Brent et el stated thet meny ceses were not published in the 
ophthalmic 1 i tereture end often consisted on 1 y of incidental 
mentions of conjunctival lesions, with no information as to whether 
they were complicated by hemorrhage.20 Brant also edded thet it 
we s do u b tf u 1 that ell p a ti en t s were exam i ned by en 
ophthel mo 1 ogi st.20 
Typical conjunctival lesions in Osler's disease with clusters of telangiectases . 
20 
In one study, e group of 20 petients with documented HHT wes 
ex em i ned . The d i e g nos i s of H HT w e s be sed on f em i1 y hi s tory, 
epistexis, end cuteneous telengiecteses. In this study, conjunctival 
tel engi ectases were noted in seven of the 20 peti ents (35%).20 
These l esions were located on both the inferior end superior 
palpebral conjunctive (Figures 1 2, 1 3, & 1 4) but none were seen on 
the bulbar conjunct i va. 
(Miles) . Under the upper lid of the left 
eye were several large spots. 
Figure 14 16 
-Telangiectatic lesion in conjunctiva of right 
ower lid near lid border. 
(Miles). Similar spots were present on the 
conjunctiva of the right eye. 
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In enother study, conj uncti vel 1 esi ons were observed in 2 0 of 
47 peti ents with HHT (Tebl e 6), with the conjunct i vel 1 esi ons 
e quell y d i s t ri but e d i n l o c el i z e ti on be t we en the upper end 1 ow e r 
eyelid. No difference caul d be demonstreted bet ween the two 
eyes.22 Affection of the conjunctivel bulbi wes only seen in one 
cese. Although the lesions in this petient were bileterel they did 
not differ from the pelpebrel telengiecteses. 
TABLE 6 
Locelizetion of the Oculer Lesions 22 
Locelizetion 
Pelpebrel Conjunctive 
Bul ber Conjunctive 
Ret i ne 
No. of Pet i ents 
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1 
1 
One study exemined 29 members of en HHT - suspected femily 
of four generetions end found R-0-W diseese in 11 of them. Of these 
1 1, seven of the effected persons hed conjunct i vel tel engi ecteses.13 
Pendolfi end Ehinger com pi 1 ed e case report study of a pet i ent 
with conjunctivel bleeding from HHT with en associated platelet 
dysfunction. A 72-yeer-old women wes edmitted to El hospitel es en 
emergency due to profuse, sudden, spontaneous bleeding from the 
right eye. The hemorrhage was stopped by use of e compression 
bendege, but sterted egei n es soon es the bendege wes removed. The 
bleeding ori gi neted from the i nf eri or conjunctive l fornix. R-0-W 
diseese wes diegnosed on the besis of widespreed telengiecteses of 
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the ski n end m u co us me m b re n e s. The m en if e s t e t i on of the 
telangiecteses wes cheracteristic of R-0-W diseese (round end flet, 
red to purple in color withe diemeter of 1-3 mm). These chenges 
he d e d i s t ri b uti on w hi c h i n v o 1 v e d the m u cos e of the 1 i p s end tongue, 
the skin of the fece end 1 i mbs, end the conjunctive of the fell ow eye. 
Though treeted with fibrinolytic inhibitors (trenexemic ecid orelly, 
3g/ dey) end e compression bendege, it wes not until two deys 1 eter 
the t the b 1 e e d i n g w e s con t ro 11 e d b y me ens of 1 i get i on of e c 1 us t e r of 
vessels in the lower pelpebrel conjunctive. The results of leb tests 
were normel except for those releted to pletelet function. The 
bleeding time which normelly renges 8-12 minutes before stopping 
wes found, in this pet i ent to be ebnormell y 1 ong ( 1 8 minutes). 
The essoci et ion of e defective pl etel et function, with the 
vescul er ebnormel ity of R-0-W di seese, seems to consi de rebl y 
i ncreese the risk end seriousness of bleeding. A 1 so, the possible 
coexistence of e quelitetive platelet defect should be considered in 
the exeminetion of patients with HHT. Substences that reduce 
pl etel et function such es espi ri n, indomethacin, end dextrens ere 
contrai ndi ceted in those patients that have b 1 ood coagulation 
problems. 
From the previous case, the question arises as to whether HHT 
patients have any other abnormel blood tests. In e study by Vese end 
Grove, 26 of the 28 patients with HHT demonstrated anemia.8 The 
median hemoglobin value was 5.5 mmol/L (range 2.9-8.7). Normal 
velues for men ere 8.0-11.0, end for women, 7.0-1 0.0.8 
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B. RETINAL INVOLVMENT 
Involvement of the retine i n HHT is rere.13 In 1971, Devis end 
Smith estimated the occurrence of i ntreocul ar involvement to be 
less then 1% when based on 1500 ceses of reported HHT. 
From e review of the literature and of the reported ceses the 
retinel chenges seen with Rendu-Osler-Weber diseese could be 
considered as specific or nonspecific, end coi nci dente l. 13 
Accardi ng to Davis end Smith, specific i ntreocul er signs include: 
( 1) tortuosity end segmentel dilatetions of retinel veins (Figure 15 
& 1 5 e); (2) hemorrheges of the ret i ne; (3) neovescul eri ze t ion of the 
retina end optic pepilla; (4) telangiectases of retinal vessels 
(Figures 16 & 1 7); end (5) hemorrhages of the vitreous. 13 
-Typical retinal venous telangiectasis a 
:ontrasted by photocoagulation. Note segmenta 
•enous dllat.ttlon, perivascular sheathing, and smal 
>Unctate retinal hemorrhages. 
-Perivenous hemorrhages along superior 
temporal vessels following photoc'oagulation, 00. 
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Figure 1620 Figure 1 720 
- --
. (Brant: Schachat,. and White) . Left, Red -free photograph of reti,nal telangiectasia on inferior temporal 
m the nght eye. R1ght, There a re mild telangiectatic vessels in the macular area· of the left eye. 
Messe et el described en enemic eppeerence of the fundus, 
choroidel ruptures, end colloid degeneretion of the retine es 
menifestetions of this diseese. However, it is likely thet these 
signs, es we 11 es retinitis pi gmentose, reti nel detechment, ceterect, 
end choro i del melenome ere coincidental findings . 
Brent et al stete that review of the following reported cases 
of intraocular involvement in HHT raises the question of whether 
these reports actually reflect manifestet ions of HHT, or if these 
findings ere essocieted with a different diseese process or ere 
simply reports of nonspecific findings.20 
The first t~ccount of retint~llesions in R-0-W diset~se wt~s by 
Frt~ncois in 1938. The pt~tient, t1 hypertensive (BP 290/ 120) 74-
yet~r-ol d womt~n, presented with hypertensive changes in the right 
eye, tortuous arterioles with perivascular exudates, large swollen 
veins. retinal hemorrhages, en inferior retinal detachment, end 
ectt~t i c veins on the optic nerve. Frencoi s stt~ ted these cht~nges in 
the retintl cou l d be confused with hypertensive retinopt~thy end 
recommended exemi nt~t ion of other cases. 
Although G j essing, in 1916, chert~cteri zed hemorrhegi c 
retinopt~thy in t1 patient with HHT, no remt~rk wt~s mt~de of retina l 
vt~sculer diset~se. Other d i t~gnoses t~re possib l e. 
Lt~ndeu, Dt~v i s, t~nd Nelken scrutinized 29 members of e four-
genert~tion ft~mily with HHT, t~nd found two sisters with retinal 
varices. These findings cou l d represent e change related to the 
dit~gnosis of HHT, but vascular tortuosity is e common finding in 
healthy pet i ents t~n d need not si gnify e true e sso ci t1 ti o n.2o 
In 1957, Roubin reported t1 ct~se of newly-formed vesse l s on 
the optic disc in e patient with HHT. 
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In one study, in 1958, 15 petients with HHT were observed end 
one was found with ret i nel involvement end t~nemi e. In this peti ent, 
there were ret i nt~l hemorrheges, which diseppeered t~fter tret~tment 
of the t~nemitl by blood transfusions . According to Brent et t~l the 
ret i nt~l t~bnorm t~ l ity in this pt~t i ent wes more 11 kel y et tri buteb 1 e to 
the t~nemitl then directly to hereditt~ry hemorrhegic telengiectesie.20 
Brent, Schechet, end White stete it is possible thet one 
perticu l er cese of HHT of e 45-yeer- old white women, that wes 
reported by De vis t~nd Smith in 1 97 1, reell y hed some other 
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obliterative vasculitis, Eal e's disease, or simp 1 y multiple old branch 
retina 1 vein occl usi on.2o 
Some cases probably do correctly depict ocular abnormalities 
that are a result of the disease process in HHT. 
Forker and Bean presented a case report of a 19-year-old boy 
with HHT who presented to a medical outpatient clinic of the 
University Hospita 1 s on March 1 9, 1 96 2, due to frequent noseb 1 eeds 
which were first reported at the age of six. Upon ocular 
examination, a 1 esi on was found in the 1 eft retina. About one disc 
diameter from the nerve head, a tangle of small vessels surrounded 
the inferior temporal branch of the retinal artery and its companion 
vein. The apparent 1 y norma 1 part of the vein bet ween the 1 esi on and 
the optic disc was half the diameter of the vein peripheral to this 
area. The tortuous mass of vessels 1 ooked 1 ike a camp 1 ex 
art e ri o v e no us an e u ry s m , but no s i g n of venous p u 1 sat i on w as found. 
Ophthalmodynamometry revealed no increase in local venous 
pressure. The case history suggested no injury and no hint of 
spontaneous retinal bleeding in the past. The visual acuity was 
normal. 
The mechanism by which en arteriovenous fistula in the retinal 
vascular system might occur in HHT is no more understood than is 
the mechanism for the cause of pulmonary arteriovenous fistulas in 
HHT. 14 It is specula ted that a vascular weakness caused rupture of 
the smell vessels which led to a hematoma, enclosing an adjacent 
artery end e vein. During the process of resolution, a common 
channel was produced bet ween the artery and vein. Although there 
was no suggestion of intracranial disease in this patient, the 
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appean1ncei of the retinal arteriovenous communication was 
comparable to that of the von Hippel-Lindau syndrome. Von Hippel-
Lindau, or angiomatosis of the retina, is a disease characterized by 
the immense dilatation and tortuosity of some retinal vessels and 
the development of angiomas, usually in the peripherel retina. This 
disease can be found in all ages, from early childhood to middle life, 
but tends to show more frequently during the third decade of life. 
In 1968, Meyer-Schwickerath and von Barsewisch described 
the occurrence of a retinal te langi ectasis in a patient with H HT that 
was supported by fundus photography. 
Vase and Vase examined 47 patients with HHT in Denmark and 
discovered one case with a retinal abnormality. A clear 
arteriovenous malformation (a shunt between an upper temporal 
venule and artery) in the retina was found in this patient and was 
well documented by fluorescein angiography (Figure 18). 
Fluorescein angiogram s~1owing. an arterio-venous shunt between retinal artery and upper 
temporal venule m the nght eye of a 67-year-old woman with Osler's disease. 
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The retinal lesions seen in patients with HHT are usually 
stable and seldom cause symptoms. Treatment is rarely required.20 
C. CASE OF HERPETIC KERATOUVE IT IS ASSOCIATED WITH HHT 
McMahon and Maino authored a case report of a 50-year-old 
white male with a past history of ethanol abuse, who reported to the 
K an sa s City V. A. Eye C l i n i c c om p l a i n i n g of e n e cute decrees e i n 
vision of his left eye with photophobia end irritetion of about 24 
hours duration.21 In 1968, he hed been diagnosed es having HHT, and 
reported numerous occurrences of epistaxis since childhood.21 
Earlier medi eel checkups hed rev eel ed te 1 engi ectet i c involvement of 
the orel end gestrointestinel mucose, lungs, toes, fingers, end skin. 
Further me d i c e 1 hi story i n c 1 u de d cell u 1 it i s (1 e g), t h rom bop h 1 e bit i s, 
mild right heert failure, microcytic anemia, chronic obstructive 
pulmonery disease, end ethanol abuse. 
Autoemputet ion of e few fingers hed occurred end is essumed 
to be due to i schemi e i nst i geted by erteri ovenous melformeti ons. 
The pet i ent, in 1979, de vel oped e mergi ne 1 "melting 
macroulceretion" of the left cornea that wes thereafter successfully 
treated with anti bi oti cs, to pice 1 steroids, end sub conjunctive l 
injections of heparin. It is believed thet the ulcer wes secondary to 
i schemi e.21 
Ocular examination revealed visuel ecuities of 20/20 OD end 
20/200 OS. The left eye presented with numerous corneel dendritic 
figures, vascularization, end inferior corneal thinning with stromal 
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haze. Cells end flare (both grade +2) were found in the anterior 
chamber and the vitreous was hazy. The left retina appeared grossly 
within normal limits. The other eye was within normal limits. 
Inspection of the lids in both eyes revealed numerous spider-like 
dilated vessels, aneurysms, end red blotches. The lower left lid had 
a conspicuous vessel group on the inferior lid margin. The upper left 
lid had an extended, smooth, raised mass with cutaneous spider 
vessels. 
A diagnosis of herpetic keretouveitis wes made besed on the 
corneal dendritic lesions. The debilitating effect of HHT and ethanol 
abuse furnished an excellent environment for the herpes virus. The 
pet i ent was referred for ophthal mol ogi c consultation and 
appropriate medical treatment. The presence of herpetic 
keratouveitis associated with HHT had not been previously reported 
in the 1 iterature.21 
D. CASE REPORT OF RUBE OS IS-GLAUCOMA AND HHT 
Hi story of the patient: At the age of 7, a male patient 
sustained a sudden loss of vision in his left eye. The patient denied 
any particular preceding illnesses or systemic di see ses . The 
patient's parents also denied any systemic diseases. The older 
brother of the patient hed extensive cepill ery melformeti ons, but no 
eye involvement. 
Examination revealed en extensive vitreous hemorrhage of the 
left eye which mede inspection of the retina impossible. The right 
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eye exhibited e merked sclerosis of the ret i nel v esse 1 s. 
Approxi mete 1 y one month 1 eter, the 1 eft fund us was vi sib 1 e as the 
vitreous hemorrhege part i ell y resolved. The retinal vessels 
appeared rather thin end some vessels seemed to grow into the 
vitreous. The vitreel hemorrhage never did completely diseppear. 
Over a period of approximetely 3 yeers, a ceteract, rubeosis of the 
iris, and secondery gl eucome deve 1 oped. The 1 eft eye becem e painful 
end blind. Six months leter, it was enucleeted when the petient 
reached 11 yeers of ege . 
In the right eye, simi 1 er vascul er chenges also developed. 
Treetment by photocoagul et ion was attempted twice, primarily 
beceuse of vesculer proliferations next to the optic nerve. This led 
to some improvement (e slowing of the progression of 
neovesculerizetion), but the newly-formed cepilleries in the retine 
never completely disappeared. Three years later the fundus wes 
virtually unchenged. Visuel ecuity wes severely reduced, most 
likely due to e catarect of the posterior lens capsule . For yeers the 
patient had i mpei red 1 ung function and was constantly cyanotic. 
Chest x-reys showed evidence of numerous cepillery and 
arteriovenous melformations with telangiecteses and enastomoses. 
Tests i n d i cat e d very 1 ow oxygen set u ret i on i n the eo rt e ( 8 1 %) and e 
ri g h t- to- 1 e f t en est om o s i s i n the l u n g. Be c e use o f the ext ens i v e 
di l etet ions end anastomoses of the pul mcnary c a pill aries, the 
diagnosis of R-0-W disease wes mede.23 
None of the eyes with R-0-W disease had been exemi ned 
hi sto 1 ogi cell y before. Bl odi, Ririe, end Ri ekh of had the opportunity 
to conduct the first histological exeminetion on the enucleeted eye 
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of this 11-year-old patient with HHT, glaucoma, and rubeosis. 
Macroscopically, the eye was of normal size. The retina was 
found thickened after a horizontal cross-section was mede. The 
cornee eppeered normel.23 There were numerous peripherel 
synechiee thet occluded the engle of the enterior chember. Newly-
formed cepi ll eri es hed covered the iris. Through contrect ion, these 
cepi 11 eri es hed formed en ectropium uveee. The epithelium of the 
lens hed grown towerd the posterior pole of the lens. The peripherel 
retine wes etrophic. Severel retinal vessels hed grown through the 
internal 1 i mit i ng membrane of the ret i ne, ceusi ng the hemorrheges 
into the vitreous. A portion of the ret i ne w es lifted up Bnd BWBY 
from the optic disk, end e dense membrene extended into the 
vitreous. This membrane wes composed of connective tissue, gl i e, 
blood vessels, end mecrophages contBi ni ng blood pigment. 
The m e i n f i n d i n g s were new l y- form e d vessel s w i t h i n and i n 
front of the reti ne. It wes uncertain whether this w es e pri mery 
me lformet ion of the ret i nel vessels, the seme es found in R-0-W 
diseese in the skin end mucous membrBnes, or whether it wes e 
secondery reect i ve pro 1 if eret ion due to the chronic 1 eck of oxygen in 
the e rt e ri e l b l o o d. 2 3 B l o d i e t e 1 bel i eve it i s the l e tt e r be c e use t hi s 
w o u 1 d e 1 so ex p 1 e i n the rube o s i s of the i ri s end the second e ry 
gl eucome.23 
E. CASE REPORT OF FILAMENTARY KERATITIS ASSOCIATED WITH HHT 
In 1968, Wolper end Leibson submitted en R-0-W diseese cese 
report study of e 31-yeer-ol d white men, who hed hed frequent bouts 
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of epistexis for the pest 20 yeers. These were, et times, 
sponteneous but more often were feci 1 iteted by very minor stress, 
e.g. nose-b 1 owing. During the pest 1 0 yeers, he hed frequent 1 y noted 
e foreign body sensetion in the eyes end on et leest two occurrences, 
hed bleeding from the eye efter rubbing the eyelids (Teble 7). Unlike 
the orel bleeding end epistexis which the petient hed commonly been 
eble to stop bye few minutes of locel self-epplied pressure, his 
first recorded episode of bleeding from the eye (upper right 1 i d, 
Merch 1963) wes more prolonged end required consultetion with en 
ophthel mol ogi st. Thermel ceutery wes used to treet two ulcers on 
the upper eyelid. Although the foreign body sensation repeeted 
itself frequently in both eyes, there wes no recurrence of "bloody 
teers" until July 1966, when bleeding beg en efter rubbing the 1 ids. 
On this occesi on, the bleeding eppeered from the left upper 1 i d end 
was errested bye few minutes of localized pressure. 
TABLE 7 
Ocul er Symotoms end Objective Findings in Both Eyes From July 16. 
1966 to June 16. 1968. 16 
Dete 
7-16-66 
7-20-66 
4-22-67 
4-26-67 
8-30-67 
6-2-68 
Right Eye 
Symotoms 
None 
None 
FBS * 
None 
None 
None 
* Foreign body senset ion 
Findings 
None 
None 
Filements 
None 
Filaments 
None 
Left Eye 
Symotoms Findings 
FBS Fi 1 ements 
Upper left lid bled Filmts. 
FBS Fi 1 ements 
None None 
None Fi 1 ements 
None SPK 
I 
v-:-
pATE 
~ 
t-16-66 
1- 20-66 
I 
l 4-22-67 
4-26-67 
l 
8-30-6 7 
6 - 2 -68 
Figure 19 
RIGHT EYE LEFT EYE 
SYMPTOMS FINDINGS SYMPTOMS FINDINGS 
NONE O N ONE FBS d iLAMENTS . 
' 
NONE O NONE BLEEDDILAMENTS LUL . If , 
I I 
FBS 0 1LAMENTS FBS OILAMENTS 
' 
I 
I 
. 
NONE O N ONE NONE ONONE 
NONE FILAMENTS NONE d iLAMENTS C) '11 , 
NONE O NONE NONE SPK .. 1: .. _·::. 
~cular symptoms and objective findings in both eyes from 
July 16, 1 966~ to June 2, 1968 FElS denotes foreign body sensat•on 
The most recent hemorrhage of the eye (July 20, 1966) 
occurred from the 1 eft upper eye 1 i d after rubbing it. The patient 
managed to stop the bleeding in a few minutes by applying local 
pressure. After this episode, the foreign body sensation in the 1 eft 
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eye became more ecute. When he wes seen egei n two days later, one 
of the telangiectatic foci in the palpebral conjunctive of the left 
upper lid eppeered markedly congested with numerous petechial 
hemorrhages surrounding it. 
Corneal filaments with punctate fluorescein staining of the 
corneal epithelium were noted intermittently (Table 7). There wes 
mild injection of the edjecent limbel conjunctive when the 
filaments were present, but there hed been no pepillery hypertrophy, 
no proli feret ion of 1 i mbel tissue in the injected areas, end no 
stei ni ng of the bul ber conjunctive when rose ben gel or fluorescein 
were epplied. The Schirmer test wes normel, end corneal sensetion 
hed been intect end equel in both eyes when tested with the Cachet-
Bonnet eesthesiometer. 
The sporedi c eppeerence of file me ntery keret it is in this ce se 
report is en interesting finding (Teble 7). Although the 
telangiectases on the conjunctive were constant in location, the 
punctate keretitis end filements were not elweys present end their 
location varied. Treetment for the filementery keretitis included 
ent i bi at i cs end corticosteroids when it wes believed thet e 1 ow-
grade staph infection might heve precipitated the keratitis . On one 
occurrence, lid message end 1% silver nitrete applied to the lid 
mergi ns mey heve hastened the departure of the fi 1 aments. It 
eppeered, however, thet the filements end punctate keratitis 
occurred end reso 1 ved with inconsistency. The presence of 
filements in both eyes (Aug. 30, 1967) end the complete absence of 
symptoms during this one pert i cul er vi sit may be en i ndi cet ion of 
the variability of these filaments end the reaction they induced. 
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If there is en associ eti on bet ween HHT end the kereti tis in this 
pet i ent, several theories ere suggested. If e 1 ocel process is 
i nvo 1 ved, perhaps it is e physi o 1 ogi eel interfere nee with 
maintenance of the normal precorneel tear film by the dilated thin-
welled telengi ectases ebsorbi ng canst ituents from its 1 i quid or 
mucoid layers. This hypothesis is unlikely due to the inconsistent 
presence of the filaments. The commonly-found chelezi on which 
usuell y presents on the pel pebrel conjunctive of en i ndi vi duel does 
not typi cell y gross 1 y disturb the cornee. So, one should esk how the 
telengiecteses could ceuse the keretitis. Perheps, in this cese, the 
secretions of one or more of the various lecrimel glends which 
contribute to the pre corneal teer fi 1m ere ebn orm el. When the 
petient wes Jest examined, there were no dry spots observed in the 
precorneel teer film of either eye. 
E. DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS 
To meke e di egnosi s of HHT, the three postul etes of Henes, 
Lerrebee, end Littmen must be considered: ( 1) e history of heredity; 
(2) vi si bl e telengi ecteses distinctly pethol ogi c in numbers end 
di stri but ion; end (3) e tendency to bleed from the 1 esi on.7 The 
condition of HHT need not be confused with other hemorrhegic 
conditions, beceuse, significently, there is no ebnormelity in the 
blood picture other then thet essocieted with secondary enemie. The 
ble.eding end clotting times end the pletelet count ere ell normel. 
The di se ese is c 1 e erl y nonhem a phil i c end non purpuric. 
Different i el di egnosi s should include hemorrheges observed in 
c i rrh o s i s of the 1 i v e r; 1 e u k em i e; end Hod g k i n s, G e u c her, end Ben ti 
diseeses. The telengiecteses thet occesionelly show in leed 
poisoning, pregnency, end senility should elsa be considered. A 
relet ion ship to von Hi ppl e-Li ndeu, Sturge-Weber, end Bourne vi 11 e 
diseeses hes also been postuleted.7 
There ere e number of locel and systemic diseeses thet 
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produce vesculer chenges in the conjunctive. A listing by Duke-Elder 
of conditions in which hemorrhege from the conjunctive cen be seen 
includes: 
1. HHT 
2. Vi ceri ous menstruet ion 
3. Hemophilie 
4. Conjunctivitis 
5. Hysteri e 
6. Jeundi ce 
7. Vesculer tumors 
8. Grenul omes 
9. A dvenced atheromes 
10. Post- silver nitrete therapy 
1 1. Regurgi tent flow of blood through the nesol ecri mel duct 
12. Strenuous effort in normel individuels20 
Among the meny diseeses in which telengiecteses mey 
menifest; only two will be discussed. CRST syndrome, cherecterized 
by subcuteneous cal ci nasi s, Rayneud's phenomenon, scl erodectyl y, 
end multiple telengiecteses, is e benign nonprogressive form of 
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scl eroderme. The mecroscopi c eppeerence end di stri but ion of the 
vescul er 1 esi ons is i dent i eel to those of HHT. CRST syndrome is 
distinguished bye decreased frequency of hemorrhage, predominance 
of females effected (HHT effects both sexes equally), end leter 
eppeerence of the vesculer chenges. 
In etexi e telengi ectesi e (Loui s-Ber syndrome), telengi ectases 
ere found on the fece, eers, end conjunctive: A femiliel pattern 
exists. In HHT, oc cesi onel ceses heve been found with vescul er 
lesions on the bulber conjunctive. In etexie telengiectesie, these 
lesions ere typicelly bulber in distribution, end the overell clinical 
picture is unique, presenting no problem in differential diegnosis. 
There ere meny different i el di egnoses of i ntreocul er 1 esi ons 
seen in HHT. A smell arteriovenous melformetion (Figure 20) is the 
typicel vesculer lesion. In HHT, hemorrhage end lipid ere ebsent, end 
the engiogrem feils to demonstrate nonperfusion or leekege. When 
some of the oculer feetures of HHT (i.e. telengiecteses) ere present, 
the following differential diagnoses should be considered: 
1. Hypertensive ret i nope thy 
2. Brench retinel vein occlusion 
3. Di ebeti c ret i nopethy 
4. Coet's diseese 
5. Eele's diseese 
6. Vescul er chenges seen in etexi e tel engi ectesi e 
7. Phekometoses 
There have been a number of reports of fundus irregularities in 
- .\r1n 1 •Vt>rt AJS connect ion in th e r et ina :;hnwing the increase in the c a liber 
n t !.<" " <' n 1:-~.~~ t, :hC' junc tion 
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patients with HHT , such as retinal vesse 1 tortuosity and dilatation. 
However, this is common and may be seen in normal patients as well 
as i n other disease processes. Retinal and disk neovasculari zat ion 
is another fundus abnormality found in HHT patients, normal 
pet i en t s, and in other disease processes. When these man if est at ions 
are discovered in e patient with HHT, the practitioner may be 
mistakenly 1 ed to believe that these are unique signs of HHT. In 
reel ity, these signs end symptoms experienced by e pet i ent with HHT 
mey be due to en entirely different diseese or syndrome. When 
petients have si gns end symptoms of two or more different di sease 
processes, the diagnosis becomes quite challenging end sometimes 
impossible. In order to meke the proper diegnosis of HHT we ere 
reminded egein of the three postuletes of Henes, Lerrebee, end 
Li ttmen: ( 1) e hi story of heredity; (2) vi si bl e tel engi ecteses 
distinctly pethologic in numbers; (3) e tendency to bleed from the 
1 esi on.7 
F. TREATMENT 
In generel, treetment hes been e diseppointment, end the 
beckbone of ell therepy is still blood trensfusions end temponege.7 
Rediologists end dermetologists shy ewey from redietion therepy 
beceuse the multiple lesions expose the petient to en undesireble 
e c cum u 1 e t i v e dose g e, end be c e use ere d i c e t i on of e 1 e s i on us u e 11 y 
results in formetion of e neerby setellite lesion.7 
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By 1955, Gerner end Grossman reported thet the multiplicity 
of therepeut i c m eesures found in the 1 itereture, coup 1 ed with the 
peuci ty of uniform 1 y good or even fei rl y good results, w es i ndi ceti ve 
of the inedequecy of the measures eveileble to combet HHT.7 To 
dete, no specific egent to treet HHT hes been found. 
Since the most frequent presenting complaint of this diseese 
is epistaxis, it is not surprising to find the litereture pecked with 
therapy directed towerd nesel surgery. 
Chromi c-eci d chemi eel ceuteri zeti on w es successfully 
reported by Houser for three of his ceses. A fourth cese presented 
with satellite lesions in the immediete vicinity of the chemicelly-
treeted end destroyed lesions. Within every short period of time, 
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these new 1 esi ons eppeered end showed the seme tendency to 
hemorrhage es the preceding lesions. These satellite lesions 
developed adjacent to the recently destroyed angiomatous lesions, 
irrespective of the menner in which they hed been destroyed. It wes 
suggested that this form of destructive treume mey be enough to 
s t i m u 1 e t e the forme t i on of new eng i om e s, thus i n d i c e ti n g e 
neoplastic rather then engiectetic origin of these vesculer lesions. 
On occasion, perforation of the nesel septum would be observed 
f o 11 owing chrom i c-eci d ceuteri zeti on but Houser be 1 i e ved this wes 
preferable to nosebleeds. 
Molesworth advised eerly n~dietion of nesel lesions , 
regardless of locetion. However, Houser found poor results from 
redium, x-reys, or electrocoeguletion, end fevored chemical 
ceuterizetion es mentioned. Radium wes utilized, with success, by 
See 1 end S term en, whi 1 e Weiss described only temporary results end 
preferred the use of sneke venom. Meny euthors used redium es the 
treetment of choice; wherees others believed thet redium produced 
greeter tissue fri ebil ity end subsequent bleeding, end therefore 
censured its use. 
Peluse employed vitemin K, vitemin C, end bile salts without eny 
eppreci ebl e effect . Pel use el so used syl neso 1, e sclerosing end 
fibrous-tissue prolifereting egent with no enthusiestic results, 
except that good results were found with the use of vitemin P. 
However, Shepiro perceived vitemin P es worthless. 
Ci po 11 era successfully em p 1 oyed e 1 ectro 1 ysi s, using the 
negative pole of e gelvenic current es the ective electrode end 
en 1 i sting multiple punctures, the number dependent on the size of 
the 1 esi on. 
Peck and Rosenthal used moccasin snake venom in 1935 and 
had good results in the control of bleeding. This was matched by 
Ingalls and Weiss. Figi and Watkins, on the other hand, of the Mayo 
Clinic, revealed poor results from this form of therapy . 
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Koch, Esher, and Lewis successfully employed hormone 1 
therapy. This therapy was based upon the fact that exacerbations of 
epistaxis were noted during peri ads of reduced estrogen secretion, 
premenstrually and following x-ray castrations. In male patients, it 
was necessary to add methyl testosterone in order to nullify 
feminizing features that developed. In a very thorough and 
comprehensive report Dolowitz observed that of all the suggested 
therapeutic regimes none, including the most recent hormones, was 
effective. 
Once si gnifi cent epi stexi s hes begun, lace l nonspecific therapy 
is not only ineffective but frequently enhences bleeding. Destroying 
septal mucosa or producing seer tissue mey reduce the chance of 
future contro1.2 Two forms of therapy have been shown to echieve 
prolonged remission of epistaxis: oral estrogen and septal 
dermoplasty.2 Although topicel estrogens do not seem to have a 
lasting effect, oral estrogens may decrease epistaxis in HHT. 
Accardi ng to many, the mast successful definitive operative 
procedure is the septal dermoplasty.24 In this procedure, the 
pethologic mucosa is removed from the septum and turbinates, and 
replaced by a split skin graft. The idee of replecing the enomalous 
mucosal 11 ni ng with sp 1 it skin hes proven itself valuable in reducing 
bouts of epi ste xis in most pet i ents. S epte 1 dermop 1 esty he s been 
reported to reduce the frequency end severity of epistaxis in up to 
75 percent of patients for months or years. 
The best cendi dates for septal dermopl esty ere those with 
disabling epistaxis from telangiectatic lesions mostly on the 
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enteri or nesel mucosa. Success of this surgical procedure is 
dependent on adequately grafting the mucosa of the anterior nasal 
septum and fl oar with e protective covering of skin. However, 
dermopl esty is not guaranteed to stop all symptoms. Feil ure of this 
procedure is ascribed to not enough graft coverage, subsequent graft 
shri nkege that re-exposes mucosa, or bleeding from 1 esi ons beyond 
the borders of the graft. 
G. OPTOMETRIC MANAGEMENT OF HHT 
The opt om e t ri c m en age men t of H HT i n c 1 u des i d en t if y i n g o c u 1 a r 
adnexa telangiectases, conjunctival telangiectases, and suspicious 
retinal 1 esi ons. 
The following management guidelines are offered to suit 
i ndi vi dual needs in every c ese because the severity of the disease is 
so v a ri a b 1 e. 
The eye cere practitioner shou 1 d ce refull y e xem i ne the nase 1 
septum, orel mucosa, and skin of the neck and face in patients with 
retinal end/ or conjunctive 1 te 1 engi ectases, end should inquire about 
e family history of epistaxis ore bleeding diathesis. There ere no 
references concerning treatment of the conjunctival aspects of the 
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di seese.7 The pri mery eye cere prect it i oner should keep in mind eny 
possible locel end systemic diseeses or conditions thet cen ceuse 
hemorrhegi ng of the conjunctive. Those thet mimic the conjunctive 1 
bleeding of HHT include vi ceri ous menstruet ion, hemophi 1 i e, 
conjunctivitis, hysteri e, j eundi ce, vescul er tumors, grenul ames, 
edvenced etheromes, post -si 1 ver nit rete therepy, regurgitent flow of 
blood through the nesolecrimel duct, end in normel individuels it cen 
be esso ci eted with strenuous eff art. For ret i ne 1 1 esi ons, the eye 
cere prec tit ion er should consider ruling out severe 1 other di seeses 
in order to diferentielly diegnose those retinel lesions ceused by 
HHT. When i ntreocul er f eetures (i.e. reti ne 1 te 1 engi ec tesi s) is 
present the following differentiel diegnoses should be considered by 
the eye cere prect it i oner: hypertensive ret i nopethy, brench ret i nel 
vein occlusion, di ebe tic ret i no pethy, Coet 's di seese (exud et i ve 
retinopethy), Eele's diseese (e condition with recurrent 
hemorrheging in the retine end vitreous), the vesculer chenges seen 
in etexie telengiectesie, end the phekometoses.7 Those petients 
with retinel lesions should be referred toe retinel specielist. In 
generel, retinel lesions seen in petients with HHT ere steble, seldom 
ceuse symptoms, end treetment is rerely required. 
Persons with ebundent dermel vescul er spiders end e hi story 
of repeeted nose bleeds or coughing up blood should be referred to en 
internist for supp 1 ementery eve 1 uet ion. 
Pet i ents seeking genetic counseling concerning HHT should be 
edvised of the neturel history end consequences of the condition. 
Mention should be m ede by the eye cere prect it i oner to those HHT 
petients whose occupetions or hobbies involve heevy lifting or 
strenuous exercise thet these ect i viti es should be evoi ded beceuse 
they tend to put en excess pressure on the wells of the vessels of 
the vesculer system end could eventually leed toe heightened 
severity of eneurysmel formet ions in eny orgen of the body, 
i ncl udi ng the brei n. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
Hereditary hemorrhagic te l engiectesie is en eutosomel 
domi nent disorder cherecteri zed by te lengi ectases, end sometimes 
erteri ovenous melformet ions end aneurysms throughout veri a us 
vesculer beds in the body. 
Some ftlcts tlbout HHT include the fa 11 owing: 
1. effects both sexes equally 
2. more common in the Europetln populet ion 
3. men if estet ions become mi 1 der in successive generet ions 
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4. there is 6 higher incidence of blood group 0 es compared to 
the background populet ion 
5. homozygotes mey not survive more then e few months 
6. episttlxis is the most frequent complaint end systemic 
meni festet ion 
The lesions mey be nonexistent or not visible in eerly life, but 
become epptlrent bet ween the third end fourth decede. The vescul er 
tlbnormelities ere described pethologicelly es thin endothelial tubes 
erreng ed in spi der-1 ike or stell ete pet terns thet ere prone to 
multiple end frequent hemorrhage. The tendency to bleed is more 
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pronounced efter the third or fourth decede end is responsible for 
the epistexis, enemie, end low blood volumes found commonly emong 
these pet i ents. Deeth from i nternel bleeding of telengi ecteses is 
rere, but possible . 
Oculer involvement principelly involves the pelpebrel 
conjunctive end lids. Spider vessels, smell petechie, end eneurysms 
ere commonly found . Involvement of the retine is very rere, with 
only e few reported ceses of intreoculer involvement. 
Signs end symptoms of HHT cen be differentielly diegnosed 
from other si miler di seeses be sed on the three postuletes of Henes 
end Lerrebee end Lit tmen . 
To this dey, no specific treetment hes been found thet wi 11 
cure HHT. There heve been meny therepeutic meesures ettempted to 
solve the problem of severe epistexis, but the most successful 
technique hes been the surgi eel mi crave sculer free flep technique. 
As i n the pest, the m o s t common too 1 s to cam bet hem a rrh e g i n g ere 
direct pressure, ore 1 iron supp 1 ementeti on, end for more severe 
cases b 1 ood trensfusi ons. 
The optometric management of e petient with newly -
discovered HHT signs should include educet ion of pet i ent, regul er 
follow-ups, end possible referrel toe retinal specialist or internist . 
The p e ti en t who he s e 1 re e d y been e p p ri s e d a f h i s a r her con d it i an a f 
HHT should be fall owed optometri cell y on e regul er besi s to monitor 
for eny vescul er changes thet mey occur in the ret i ne, conjunctive, 
or eye in genera 1. 
Review of the reported cases of intreoculer involvement in 
HHT reise the question of which reports ectuelly reflect 
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manifestations of HHT. The cases of HHT with arteriovenous 
malformations in the retina ere widely viewed es true signs of HHT 
thet manifest in the eye. It is elsa extensively accepted thet 
telangiectatic lesions thet occur in the pelpebrel conjunctive ere 
elsa characteristic of HHT. When literature is reviewed thet deals 
with cases of HHT and signs of nevus in the conjunctive, choroidal 
ruptures, vescul er tortuosity in retina, or rubeosi s-gleucome one 
must esk whether these signs ere specific, non-specific, or 
coincidental. Authors of the literature reviews of HHT differ widely 
in their opinions on whet constitutes specific vs. coincidental. One 
author e.g. mey believe thet tortuous retinal vessels ere e specific 
sign of HHT yet another author mey hal d the opposite opinion thet 
they are found in normal individuals too. 
Due to the paucity of literature, the rarity of the disease 
itself, and the difference of opinion on HHT signs this makes it truly 
necessary for the primary eye cere practitioner to be well versed on 
the subject of hemorrhagic diseases thet manifest in the eye. The 
complicated history of e patient with multiple problems encountered 
reaffirm the need for optometric ewereness of rere diseeses, so 
thet responsible cl i ni cel decisions cen be me de. 
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